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Date

ABSTRACT

The training of principled negotiation techniques was
examined in this study.

Participants were 18 men and women

from the San Bernardino County Probation Office.

Realistic

scenarios were created for role playing as a means of

training and measuring behavior changes.

Scores measuring a

principled negotiation style were predicted to be higher for
participants on a post training test.
supported by findings in this study.

This hypothesis was
Subjects' negotiating

behavior in general conflict scenarios were predicted to be

more principled than probation scenarios in a post training
test, but no support was found for this hypothesis.

Findings and implications of this study are discussed in
terms of influences on training methods and participants'
behaviors.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Training and employee development is an ongoing process
for almost all employees and organizations. There are many
reasons companies develop and maintain training programs.
Training opportunities continue to increase due to the

changing demographics of the work force, increased

international competition, new technology, and supplying the
necessary skills to retain experienced employees, as well as
developing entry level staff.

According to a survey of 614 organizations which

appeared in the Personnel Journal . $5.3 billion was spent on

training and development in 1988 (Grossman and Magnus,
1989).

The average per company training expenditure for a

12 month period was $218,200 for 1988.

Other sources

(Asgar, 1990) estimate that corporate America spends more

than $40 billion a year on training with costs expected to
increase yearly.

Clearly, the cost of training is

considerable. Inescapably related to the cost of training
is the question of its effectiveness.

The question to be

asked then is: What types of training are the most and least
effective?

The plan of this study is to assess the

behavioral effectiveness of one particular type of
negotiation training in terms of changing behavior in work
related conflict situations.

Training Evaluation

Despite the large sums of money being spent, there is
no agreement within the training community on the relation

of training or the effectiveness of training in the

acquisition of skills.

A great deal of training evaluation

consists of assessing participants' subjective reactions to
a program.

At the end of the training, a questionnaire is

commonly used to measure the perceived effectiveness of
training.

These questionnaires often do little more than

ask whether the participants enjoyed the topics covered in
the workshop.

This kind of reaction measurement does not

take into account whether any skills or knowledge were
actually learned, but whether participants liked the
training.

Enjoying the training does not address the

question of whether the training was effective and changed
behavior or imparted knowledge as it was intended to.

The effectiveness of training can be assessed at four
■A

different levels.

An evaluatiGn can consist of a trainee^s

reaction, as mentioned above, learning, individual behavior,

and organizational results (Wexley & Latham, 1991).

These four levels are usually measured independently of one

another.

The assessment of learning refers to just that,

what was learned as measured by a test given at the end of

the training.

The process of learning in the training

program, or whether the training was enjoyable, does not

necessarily mean a change in behavior on the job
(Asgar,1990; Ban & Faerman, 1990).

Few studies have examined the second two areas,
individual behavior and organizational results.

Individual

behavior refers to a measurable change in an individual's

behavior on the job or in other situations.

If the training

objective was to teach the skills to be "patient", the
person would not only understand these skills conceptually,

but would become more patient in actual behavior on the job.
Organizational results refer to changes in the organization.
An effective training workshop on quality control would

increase quality control for the entire organization, and
not just an individual.

In the last two levels, learning is

viewed only in terms of what is actually performed in,a
situation.

Competing ways of interpreting training effectiveness

brings up an important issue: Training is not simply

education.

A training course by necessity has as an

objective the development of specific tasks or skills that

are directly related to job performance.

The purpose of

education, on the other hand, is to provide learning without
consideration to any specific use or application of what is
learned (Asgar, 1990).

A trainee may learn about a

distinctive skill, but might still be unable to perform that
skill in an organizational setting. If the training was
designed to produce a change in behavior on the job, and

does nbt do so, it will have failed in accomplishing its
objective.

All too often, there is little way of knowing

how much a specific training program achieves objectives in
terms of outcomes such as a change in behavior.

The all

important question of transfer from training to the work
environment is a complex one, deserving of careful research.
For this paper, the construct of transfer to job

behavior was not examined directly.

The how and why people

remember topics and recall them when necessary was not

examined.

However, to provide the best possible learning

environment, training situations and scenarios were created

to be as realistic as possible.

This step was done to

mirror as closely as possible real life and provide for the
potential of optimum transfer from training to a job

setting. It has been found that exercises that duplicate as
closely as possible the normal duties and conditions, are
ideal for increasing retention and transfer to work-

environment (Baldwin & Ford, 1988; Smith & Merchant, 1990).
Negotiation Skills

Training for negotiating skill is the area to be

explored in this thesis.

Even though conflict and

negotiation have always been topical, the formal study of
negotiation began in the 1950s (Burton & Dukes, 1990).
Today negotiating is evident domestically and

internationally in many fields of study, such as business,
law, and psychology.

However, principles, theory, process

and skills of negotiation are generally not taught formally
in society.

The progress of developing skills in

negotiation has been slow, with school institutions just
recently offering courses of study in negotiation.

Even

with the dramatic expansion of negotiation courses,
seminars, and resource material, the area still lacks a
common language, definitions, or a clear theoretical
framework.

The terms "bargaining" and "negotiation" have almost

identical meaning in everyday usage.

However, in the

literature, these words take on different meanings from

everyday usage.

Nierenberg (1973) for example, views

••bargaining as something that can be modeled and analyzed,
while negotiation cannot be analyzed because there are no

rules in negotiation^^ (Fraser & Hipel, 1984, P. 15).

In

contrast, Rubins & Brown (1975) see bargaining as ••something
done between individuals, whereas negotiation are conducted
among groups•• (Fraser & Hipel, 1984 P. 15).

Before defining the constructs of negotiation and
bargaining for this paper, a brief discussion of conflict
will be provided.

Conflict and Conflict Management

Conflict is often defined as a state that exists when

incompatible activities occur.

When people think of

conflict, many images come to mind.

For example, one person

may shout at another person and that other person shouts

back

••This is the last straw^^ and then walks away.

conflict and negotiating are broader concepts.

But,

Conflict can

be created by a simple discussion about what movie to see or
as complex as setting a limit on thermonuclear missile

production.

Conflict occurs between two or more parties

when ••self interests clash, the actions of individuals

adversely affect productivity and/or working relationships»•
(Chasnoff & Muniz, 1985, P. 49).

Lippitt (1982) describes

the principle causes of conflict as misunderstanding,
personality clashes, value and goal differences,

responsibility issues, authority issues, frustration, and
noncompliance with rules and policies-

Conflict occurs when two contrasting views come into
contact with one another.

Conflict is sometimes used to

refer to "inconsistencies in the motions, sentiments,
purpose, or claims of entities and sometimes to the process
of resolving these inconsistencies"

(Burton & Dukes, 1990, P. 13).

For example, it is a logical

inconsistency, in the physical sense, for two different

items to move towards and occupy the same space at the same

time.

Just as two balls can not be in the same place at the

same time, their inconsistency is solved by conflict, which
results in their rolling to different positions.
Conflict is also present when two or more individuals

create change on the same condition, at the same time, using
unlike positions.
generate conflict.

The two positions come into contact and
As in the example above with the two

balls, negotiation places each individual's position on a
separate, but acceptable path, resolving the conflict.

Both bargaining and negotiation entail a special kind
of conflict where the participants attempt to reach a

mutually acceptable contract.

Bargaining as presented by

Fraser and Hipel (1984) is the "technical process" by which
two or more parties agree on a contract concerning limited
resources.

Negotiation on the other hand, involves human

interaction that forms the environment of the bargaining
process.

For example, bargaining concerns the bids and

concessions that leads to a final contract, whereas

negotiation involves the personal interactions and exchanges
between parties.

In the present thesis study, negotiation

is seen as the action, techniques, skills, and capabilities
that allow a participant to achieve a mutually favorable
outcome.

Negotiation is a systematic process or strategy used by
parties in conflict to resolve the conflict (Chasnoff &

Muniz, 1985; Fisher & Ury, 1991).

This present study is

concerned mainly with the construct of negotiation and the
training of those skills.
Fundamental concepts of negotiation and conflict are a

fact of life, a part of conflict, conflict resolution, and a
common means of attaining what you want from others.

Whether discussing a raise with a supervisor, dealing with a
stranger on the price of a product, talking with one's

children about rules, choosing a movie with one's spouse, or
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settling a dispute between two individuals, negotiation is a
way to handle differences.

The ability to understand and carry out negotiations
may well be one of the most crucial skills of our time.

Currently, negotiation workshops and courses are gaining
greater acceptance in a wide variety of disciplines

(e.g. psychology, economics, communications, sociology, law,
and political science).

Modern Management theorists understand that conflict

management and resolution thorough negotiation have become

an increasingly important competency of organizational life
(Lippitt, 1982).

Survey data of 116 CEOs, 76 vice

presidents, and 66 middle managers suggested that

organizational conflict and general conflict are Of growing
importance in how an administrator spends his/her time.
Managers surveyed devote 24 percent of their time dealing

with conflict, while school and hospital administrators,
mayors and city managers commit almost 49 percent of their

attention to conflict resolution (Lippitt, 1982).

The need

for reliable training in negotiation skills and the ability
to understand and use negotiation techniques takes on
meaningful importance.

Research by Lewiciki (1986), Heitler (1990), Bartos

(1970) and Weiss-Wik (1983) have shown that a variety of
people, not just professionals, can learn and improve

negotiation skill over time. Negotiators are not just bom,
negotiation skills can be learned, improved, and put to use
throughout life.

However, standard strategies for

negotiation often leave people dissatisfied, worn out, or
alienated (Fisher & Dry, 1991).

There is thus a need for

demonstrated ways of teaching negotiation skills in a manner
that is effective, proven, and cost effective.
Conflict Resolution Strategies

Some authors have stated that integrative (cooperative)

strategies represent a maximization of a joint gain to the
partners and therefore yield the most effective results

(Rahim, 1990). Cooperative negotiation leads a party to
keep his partner happy and in doing so, increase the gain
for both.

The cooperative approach can, however, induce a

compromise and leniency on certain topics, excluding ideas
that are sensitive to one side, and quite possibly fail to

identify the best possible solution.

The opposite

strategies of competitive negotiation can also produce
problems in effective negotiation.

This opposing viewpoint asserts that competitive
strategies may also lead to a creation of value, either
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negative or positive, and are also effective (Rahim,1990).

This position requires a party to compete with his partner
for a solution.

for new ideas.

The struggle is believed to create a forum

However, this struggle usually produces

adversaries and forces partners to focus on positions, not
on the problem or solution at hand (Fisher & Ury, 1990).
These alternately adversarial (competitive) and positional
(cooperative) strategies are often referred to in the

current literature as "hard" and "soft" ways of bargaining
(Rahim, 1990; Fisher and Ury, 1990).

Other researchers

(Chanoff & Muniz, 1985; Lippitt, 1982; Fisher & Ury, 1991)
have acknowledged these hard and soft positions and conclude

that they interfere with constructive negotiating (See
Appendix A for examples of hard & soft positions.)
Hard negotiators view conflict resolution as a contest

of wills, using domination, hostility, or misinformation as
methods to hold out longer and fare better than the
opponent.

Soft negotiators want to avoid conflict and

become indulgent and lenient in concessions to reach a quick
agreement.

The hard negotiators often invite an equally

hard response, wasting energy and resources, while harming
the existing relationship.

Soft negotiators often feel

exploited, with no commitment or resolution of the problem.
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Research addresses a third position, but in general

fails to accurately define or provide a comprehensive view,
with the exception of work by Fisher and Ury (1991).

From

years of investigation and research, "principled"

negotiation was developed by the Harvard Negotiation

Project. Principled negotiation centers on mutual interest,
gains, options, objective criteria, and a facilitation of

mutual participation (Fisher & Ury, 1991).

Ury and Fisher

(1991) criticize positional bargaining, wherein parties
employ hard or soft strategies, as destructive to desirable

negotiation for three reasons.

With position bargaining one

may lose: (1) a wise agreement, one that meets legitimate

interests, is fair and endures; (2) an efficient process;
and (3) improvement of the parties' relationship.

Principled negotiation, or "negotiation on the merits," has
four central benefits: (1) separating the people from the
problem; (2) a focus on interests, not position; (3)

invention of options for mutual gain; and (4) insisting on
using objective criteria.

Principled negotiation moves away

from personal feelings and an adversarial relationship, to a
strategy of mutual gain and interest (See Appendix B for
examples of principled strategies).

Principled negotiation many be considered an all
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purpose strategy and can be applied with two parties or
many; one issue or several; and whether one side is more

experienced or less, a hard bargainer, or a friendly one.
The study reported herein uses Fisher and Ury's (1990) book.
Getting To Yes: Negotiating Aareement Without Giving In. as

a guide and base for "principled" training and research.
A Need for Negotiation Skills in Probation Departments
Certain organizations such as police agencies and
probation departments have conflicts and negotiations

occurring on a daily basis.

Probation officers serve by

maintaining the public's safety, making referrals to social
programs, operating treatment facilities, investigating

claims and individual histories, and monitoring an
offender's behavior (Frank, San Bernardino County
Probation).

Mastery of negotiation skill may provide a

probation department with a useful resource base for meeting
required duties of communicating legal expectations,

guidelines, and negotiating settlements and procedures
regarding acceptable behavior.

An example of acceptable

behavior would be obeying all laws, no associations with
certain individuals, and other terms the court felt
necessary for successful probation.

In daily functions of their job activities, probation
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officers conie into contact with victims, police agencies,
schools, organizations and offenders.

Some of these

\

agencies furnish information on court terms and conditions,
while others serve as indicators of past and present

behaviors.

In the course of dealing with the many agencies

and people, probation officers use communication skill,

interviewing skills, conflict resolution, and negotiation
for managing social as well as interpersonal disorder and
conflict.

With the reduction of state and local funds of recent

years, probation officers are encouraged to explore

inexpensive options to keep offenders from repeating more
crimes, follow court terms, and promote rehabilitation.

In

the past, county agencies have had more funds to spend on
programs, such as youth job program and camps to promote the
compliance of court ordered terms and conditions.

With

continued budget cuts, space and funds for programs and
placements are not available, except for the most severe

cases.

Without the ability to place some probationers,

probation officers lose a major instrument in the effort to
combat non-compliance.

The need for effective alternatives

to reach offenders and enforce compliance with rules,
programs, and policies becomes a valuable option.
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A

population of probation officers seemed to be ideal for

research in training of conflict resolution and negotiation.
This researcher believed that probation officers would

have low scores on a measure of principled negotiation style
when first tested (pre-test).

A low baseline is

attributable to the almost non-existent teaching for
principled negotiation techniques in society.

It is

hypothesized tAat participants' behavior will be more

principled, after a training workshop, as reflected on a
post—test than before the workshop, as measured by a pre

test.

It is further predicted that post-test principled

scores will be higher oh general conflict scenarios than

specific types of work conflicts scenarios (probation).
General scenarios consist of common conflict between

parties.

Probation scenarios consist of conflict between

probation officers and clients in work related probation
cases.

Because probation officers have to follow legal,

ethical, and departmental guidelines, their responses and
options will be limited for probation scenarios.

In general

conflict cases, probation officers will be able to use any

option they see fit, allowing them to have more flexibility
with developing solutions.
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Using principled negotiation in a training program for
probation officers the following hypothesis are proposed;

Hypothesis 1: Post-training principled negotiating behavior

score will be higher that pre-test principled negotiating
scores.

Hypothesis 2; Post—test principled negotiating behavior
scores will be higher on general conflict scenarios than on
probation scenarios.
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METHOD

Sample

Participants were 12 women and 6 men, working for the
San Bernardino County Probation Department.

Twenty two

participants originally volunteered, but because of

scheduling, 4 removed themselves, leaving a total N of 18.
The mean age was 40.72 with a standard deviation of 9.01.

There were 15 juvenile and 3 adult probation officers.

San Bernardino County Probation Officers, Levels II and
III,

dealing with adult and juvenile offenders as

caseworkers, investigators, and placement were recruited

through an interdepartmental announcement made to county
probation offices in the San Bernardino area.

Probation

officers were notified that a one day, 2-1/2 hour training
program would be offered to them free of charge and given

during work time.

To maintain a small group size and

provide improved access for subjects, two days of training
were conducted.

Training took place from 9:00am to Noon on

two selected work days.

The training program consisted of

techniques and methods for principled negotiations (See

Appendix E for a workshop hand-out outline).
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The training

was offered on a voluntary basis for probation officers.

The participants were asked to sign up and answer the

following questions: name, age, gender, work phone nuiaber,
and job classification.

Probation officers who had not had

any contact with clients and probation cases were excluded
from the study.

Survey data was collected to provide the researcher

with a general understanding of the probation department and
the design of controlled scenarios matching as closely as
possible actual probation cases.

This researcher

conducted 12 interviews; 10 with probation officers;

1 with a supervisor; and 1 with a training coordinator.
Interviews lasted approximately 30 minutes for each person.
Areas of actual cases, terms, probation procedures and other

probation topics were covered.

From these interviews, 23

scenarios were developed which were used in role playing
before, during, and after training.
Development of Assessments and Training Raters

Interviews from a sample of probation officers were

used to create realistic scenarios (See Appendix C for

scenarios).

These scenarios were used for the training

session, role play-video taped test, and as cases to train
raters in the measurement of negotiation skill level.
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Data was coded by trained raters.

Rater training

consisted of viewing 10 video tapes of practice scenarios,

in-depth discussion of soft, hard, and principled
negotiation styles, and a review of principled negotiation

in Ury and Fisher's (1991) book. Raters used a behaviorally
anchored Likert scale to assess objective criteria of

negotiation positions (See Appendix D for rating scales).
Workshop

Each participant received a 2-1/2 hour training
workshop conducted by psychology professor P. Leslie Herold,
Ph.D., of California State University, San Bernardino.

The

workshop was held in a training room at the County Probation

Office, San Bernardino Central Division.

The workshop

included a hand-out with examples of soft, hard, and

principled styles of negotiation, as well as technigues and
statements of principled negotiation strategies.

The

examples of styles and techniques were discussed with

subjects and then used in role play situations.

Subjects

participated in role play exercises, taking different

positions of soft, hard, and principled styles (See Appendix
E for a workshop hand-out).
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Procedure

All participants were summoned to two individual

interviews, each approximately 30 minutes in length, one
before and one after training.

At the first interview

subjects were presented with one general and one probation
scenario and asked to act them out.

Subjects later received

a workshop on principled training.
After training, participants underwent a second

interview.

As in the first interview, participants were

involved in role play exercises of simulated cases.

The

role play exercise consisted of scenarios created by
interviews with parole officers.

Two sceharios consisted of

probation cases and two cases were of general conflict.
Participants role played a total of four scenarios.

All

role play exercises were video taped for coding and
analysis.

Participants were video taped instead of surveyed

because of the researcher's concern for the low validity of
self report (Salinger & Deming, 1982; Smith, 1987;
Bruwelheide & Duncan, 1986).

Pre-training interview data

served as baseline data on the sample's negotiation skills.
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RESULTS

Measurement

Negotiator Type Scale.

A 17 item, 5-point Likert

rating scale was completed on each subject by two trained
raters.

Rater training consisted of viewing 10 video tapes

of practice scenarios, in-depth discussion of soft, hard,
and principled negotiation styles, and a review of

principled negotiation in Ury and Fishers (1991) book.

Both

raters reviewed negotiation styles on video tapes until

their ratings were within one likert rating category or less
on practice scenarios.

The rating scale assessed the trainees' levels of soft,
hard, and principled strategies for negotiation.

Ratings

were evaluated from four role play scenarios for each

subject.

Two role plays were conducted before training and

two after training.

In both role playing scenarios, before

and after training, subjects received one role play with a

probation conflict theme, and one role play with a general
conflict theme (See Appendix C for scenarios).

This

provided a probation and general conflict scenario pre
training and post-training for each subject.
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The 17 item scale was divided into 3 sections.

Five

items measured soft negotiation style, five items measured a
hard negotiation style, and seven items assessed principled
score (See Appendix D for rating scale).

The technical results of a reliability analysis of each
section, (soft, hard, principled), is presented in
Appendix F.

The column labeled "corrected item-total

correlation" is the correlation coefficient between the
score in the individual item and the sum of the scores on

the remaining items.

The item-total correlation for

question 5 (PRESOFT5 P) is only .637.

This indicates that

there is not as strong a relationship between the fifth item
and the total, as is found for the other 4 items and total

score.

If item 5 were deleted the alpha would become .9118.

Alpha can be interpreted as a correlation coefficient, with

a range in value from 0 (no correlation) to 1 (perfectly
correlated).

A alpha value of .912 is large, indicating our

scale would be quite consistent.

However, item 5 was left

in the scales for a two reasons.

A correlation of .637 shows that item 5 is related to

the other items.

Item 5 is also conceptually related to the
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other items.

The scale variance would also drop

dramatically (from 1.54 to .60) if item 5 were deleted.
Because of the small sample si2e and the potential reduction

in variance if item 5 were deleted, and the fact that the
assessment scale has never been used, a decision was made to

keep the item.

The purpose of this thesis was not to study

the scale; however for future testing with this scale, any
researcher should assess the value of item 5.

Principled item number 4 (PREPR1N4 P) also showed a low

correlation (.189) between the total of item 1 through 7.
The alpha for the scale would increase to .938 if item 4
were removed.

However, item 4 was not removed because it

measures one of the key areas of Fisher and Ury's

principles.

For this sample, this item (item 4) may be

measuring something different than the other seven items.
Future research would be necessary to make a decision about

its removal or creating two scales.

Despite these two

items, the reliability analysis revealed an alpha of .81 for
soft, an alpha of .95 for hard, and an alpha of .90 for

principled which leaves fairly consistent measures.
The five scale items for soft and hard scales and the
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seven items of the principled scales were computed to create

single scores for each section.

Z-Scores were then created

for comparability of the three sub-scales.

Hypothesis 1.

The first hypothesis predicted that

participants' post training behavior would be more

principled than in the pre-test role playing session.

The

means and standard deviations for pre and post training

performance for each negotiation style, probation and
general scenarios, are displayed in Table 1.
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Table 1

Section Means For Soft. Hard^ and Principled: General &
Probation Scenarios
NUMBER

STD
MEAN

VARIABLE

DEV

MIN-

MAX-

OF ITEMS

PRE-SOFT-P

5.92

1.24

5.00

9.00

5

5.03

5.00

21.00

5

PRE-HARD-P

11.28

PRE-PRIN-P

17.58

5.43

8.50

26.00

7

PRE-SOFT-G

6.53

1.59

5.00

10.50

5
5

PRjE-HARD-G

10.69

3.93

5.50

19.00

PRE-PRIN-G

18.64

4.40

10.00

26.50

7

POST-SOFT-P
POST-HARD-P
POST-PRIN-P

5.53

.88

5.00

8.00

5

10.64

4.16

5.00

21.50

5

22.00

4.77

10.50

27.50

7

POST-SOFT-G

6.28

1.82

5.00

12.00

5

POST-HARD-G

10.44

2.64

7.00

17.00

5

POST-PRIN-G

23.53

3.41

16.50

28.50

7

P=PROBATION SCENARIOS

G=^GENERAL SCENARIOS

PRE= PRETEST

POST= POSTTEST
SOFT= SOFT SCORE

HARD= HARD SCORE
PRIN= PRINCIPLED SCORE

Noi-E: HIGHLIGHTED SCORES ARE THOSE WHICH CHANGED
SIGNIFICANTLY FROM PRE- TO POST-TEST.

Table 1 shows subjects' post training behavior was

more principled on both the general and probation scenarios.
Means on the principled pre-test general scenarios (X=18.64)
increased to (X=23.53) on post-test principled measures.

Pre-test principled means on probation scenarios (X=17.58)
increased to (X=22.00) on post-test principled measures.
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Table 1 also indicates an unexpected finding of

subjects with higher scores on the principled style scale

for pre-training than for hard or soft negotiation style.
Higher levels of hard or soft negotiation style were
expected pre-training.
To test the hypothesis Wilcoxon matched pairs signed
ranks test were conducted.

Table 2 shows the results.

Table 2

Sibnificant Test for PRE AND POST TEST Comparisons of
General and Probation Scenarios

GENERAL/
PRE-TEST ve POST-TEST

PROBATION

2-TAILED

SCENARIOS

P VALUE

SOFT

SOFT

GENERAL

.6832

SOFT

SOFT

PROBATION

.2863

GENERAL

.5421

HARD

HARD

HARD
PRINCIPLED

HARD

PROBATION

.5701

PRINCIPLED

GENERAL

.0003*

PRINCIPLED

PRINCIPLED

PROBATION

.0004*

* P <.05

Two significant effects were found between pre-test and
post-test scores.

Principled scale scores using the

probation scenarios changed significantly from pre-test to

post-test (p=.0004).

Principled scale scores using the
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general scenarios changed significantly from pre-test to
post-test (p=.0003).

No other significant changes was

found for any other pre and post measure.

Figure 1 provides

a look at increases from pre-test to post-test for soft,

hard, and principled negotiation styles.
Briefly, even though a directional hypothesis was
proposed, (that subjects would increase their principled
scores), two-tailed non-parametric tests were used instead
of the more powerful one-tailed test, because the measures
may have proven unreliable in their first use.

Further,

non-parametrics were selected because raters were assigning
values to non-interval data and it was not know whether the

data would fall within a normal distribution.

Although the

usb of a two-tailed test reduces power, no additional
effects would have been significant with the use of a onetailed test (See Table 2).

Finally, although non

parametrics were used, traditional statistics of the
distribution (mean and standard deviation) were presented in
Table 1 to give the reader a common reference.
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FIGURE 1

Pre & Post-tests of negotiation style
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General Scenario

Hypothesis 2.

The second hypothesis predicted that

there would be higher principled scores on general scenarios
than probation scenarios on both pre- and post- measures.
The means in Table 1 provide limited support for a

difference between general and probation scenarios.

Sections Pre-Principled general, Post-Principled general and
Pre-Principled probation, Post-Principled probation were
summed into General Scenarios and Probation Scenarios

scores.

A Wilcoxon matched pairs signed ranked test

concluded that the difference between General Scenarios and

Probation Scenarios was not statistically significant
(Z=-.8521, 2-tailed P= .3942).
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DISCUSSION

Negotiation courses are becoming an ever increasing
interest to many professions.

Even with the large number of

courses that have become available, there has been limited
work in teaching and applying negotiation techniques.

The

present study investigated two different areas of change in
negotiators' behavior in conflict situations.
Principled Negotiation
As expected, the workshop provided a feasible method of

teaching principled negotiation techniques for behavioral
changes in "real settings".

The contents of the workshop

and the opportunity for participation in conflict scenarios
provided a suitable forum for the development of principled
negotiation skills.

Principled negotiation styles were greater in post
training behavior at a significant level.

The role play

workshop seems to be an effective means in changing
behavior.

Research by Lewicki (1986) suggests that actual

negotiation behavior can be achieved effectively through
role playing and simulations.
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Some people feel that role play is not effective,
because people probably would behave differently if they had
been in a "real" situation.

Critics of role playing also

argue that role playing and simulations are not "real",
because there are no actual outcomes and people play

artificial roles.

They also argue that they would certainly

have behaved differently, had the simulation been "real".

These arguments are Often used by participants to avoid
taking responsibility for their behavior in the role play
(Lewicki, 1986).

Even though outcomes may be different

outside the workshop, the behavior is no less "real".

This

researcher is confident that the behavior demonstrated in

role play situations was consistent with typical reactions
for the type of situation in question.

This opinion is

based in part on participants' commenting about how
realistic the scenarios/role plays seemed.

Participants in the workshop may have learned concepts

and terminology of principled negotiation, but more

importantly, they were able to execute principled
negotiation behavior in a work-related situation.

Role play

in training principled negotiation skill has provided strong

support for a method of changing behavior in the job.
the ever increasing costs in training, the bottom line
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With

)

becomes not what a person knows, but what that person can do
behaviorally.

The researcher had expected that subjects' post

training scores would become more principled.

Unexpected

was the high level of principled scores among subjects
before training.

While there maybe many possible reasons

for these findings, two tentative explanations are provided
in the context of the present study.

First, the interviews and discussions on background

with participants suggested that the level of schooling and
job knowledge may play an important role in the pre-training
levels of principled negotiation style.

Most participants

had a strong understanding of the social sciences, combined
with extensive job knowledge and interactions with probation
offenders on a daily basis.

That is to say, probation

officers perform negotiations, conflict resolution, and
communication with their clients on a regular basis and may

already be effective negotiators.

These experiences may

increase their repertoire of effective interaction in

everyday situations.

Rubin and DiMatteo (1972) and Sparks

(1982) support this concept with their research which has
demonstrated that individuals who have prior experience in a

particular setting will shape concepts about negotiation
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into predictable patterns, adopting effective skills,
tactics and strategies.

Secondly, and very simply, probation officers are

professionals with codes of behavior and rules they must
follow.

These codes and rules may dictate, to some extent,

responses and actions in certain situations.

Because

probation officers must communicate with clients, one would

expect that they would adopt the most effective approach.
Even though subjects were already measurably principled
before training, an increase of principled negotiation was

seen in the subjects after training.

This finding provides

strong support for role play as a strong means of changing
behavior.

Even with a small sample size and a pre-existing

high level of target behavior of principled negotiation, the
training workshop was still able to increase that behavior.
A word of caution should be noted, however: Participants who

already engage in the target behavior may be more likely to
accept and use new methods or ideas.

That is, if a person

already uses principled style to negotiate, that person

would perceive principled training as a benefit and be open
to practicing these new ideas and techniques.
research would be required to understand this
construct fully.
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Further

Limitations of the Study

In assessing the effects of training on actual job
behavior, most researchers advocate sophisticated research
designs for the evaluation of training.

Experimental

designs are seen as ideal, with pre-test and post-test
studies acceptable to some and unacceptable to others

(Ban & Faerman, 1990).

Although strong designs are

preferred, the real world can produce difficulties of
implementing such designs (Ban & Faerman, 1990; Wexley &
Latham, 1990).

Other problems may have existed that could have

affected the outcome of this study.

Participants in the

training were voluntary, making an true experimental design
with pure random selection and assignment not feasible.
Also, subjects who volunteer for training may bring an
openness and desire for change that could affect the
statistical results.

Sample size may have affected the results.

There are

many problems inherent in using "real world" subjects.

The

magnitude of the obtained statistical effect may have been

significantly higher if a larger sample had been available.
The fact that subjects volunteered for this study also
affected the sample size.

These subject chose to
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participate, and may have come to the training with a desire
to learn, thereby influencing their behavior.

Lastly, length of training may have also influenced the
strength of the effect.

With the small time allotted for

the workshop and retesting, subjects may not have had a full

opportunity to develop and practice the new and different
ideas, and behaviors taught in the workshop.

Even though a

subject is able to demonstrate a constructive behavior once,
that behavior does not always become integrated in a

subject's response repertoire (Heitler, 1990).

Heitler

(1990) and Lewicki (1986) suggest that new skills require

practice before effective skills can be demonstrated in a
consistent way.

Subjects may increase their levels of

principled negotiation as they continue to build upon and
use the behaviors taught in the workshop.
Summary

Role play workshops designed to teach principled
negotiation do have potential to change behavior.

Principled negotiation training yielded significant

increases in principled negotiating behavior.
negotiation skills are therefore trainable.

Principled

General and

probation scenarios did not differ significantly.
Areas of future study should consider a larger
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sample size, role play verses a purely academic method
(i.e. lecture), the education of participants and the length

of training, as well as continued data collection over time.
It should be noted that some view the cost of a role

play workshop as not sufficiently worthwhile relative to its
benefits.

The requirements of time and subjects for role

playing inescapably implies expense.

At the same time,

handing a subject a book and saying "learn this" is also
costly when desired changes do not take place.

Research has

shown that role play is an effective means of training

negotiation skills along with other topics.

In view of the

cost of organizational conflicts and the time and energy
involved, role play becomes a effective option, especially
when one considers the fact that the need for negotiating is

growing and rapidly becoming indispensable to most
organizations and disciplines.
It is the investigators hope that this research

addresses not only the area of learning a certain

negotiation skill, but also changing behavior, so
participants in role play training actually use newly

acquired negotiation skill.

The present research will

hopefully stimulate further dialogue on the subject and will

improve the effectiveness of training negotiation skills.
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APPENDIX A

EXAMPLES OF SOFT AND HARD POSITIONS
SOFT

HARD

Participants are friends.

Participants are adversaries.

The goal is agreement.

The goal is victory.

Make concessions to

Demand concessions as a

condition

cultivate the relationship.

of the relationship.

Be soft on the people and
the problem.

the people.

Trust others.

Distrust others.

Change your position easily.

Dig in on your position.

Make offers.

Make threats.

Be hard on the problem and

Disclose your bottom line,

Mislead as to your bottom
line.

Accept one sided losses to
price reach agreement.

Demand one sided gains as the
of agreement.

Search for the single

Search for the single answer:
one you will accept.

answer: the one thev

will accept.
Insist on agreement.

Insist on your position.

Try to avoid a

Try to win a contest of will,

contest of will.

Yield to pressure.

Apply pressure.

Permissive
Inhibited

Hostility
Uncooperativeness
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APPENDIX B

EXAMPLES OF PRINCIPLED AND NON-PRINCIPLED POSITIONS
PRINCIPLED

UNPRINCIPLED

Participants are

Participants are
unwilling
problem-solvers.

probiem-so1vers

The goal is getting the

The goal is a wise outcome
reached efficiently and
amicably.

problem taken care of
quickly, regardless of
method.

Separate the people
from the problem,
approach.

Uncoordinated approach,
flip-flop changes

Be soft on the people
Hard on the problem.

Soft/hard on people
Soft/hard on problem.

Proceed independent

Allow trust to affect

of trust.

outcome

Focus on interest,

No focus on interest.

not position.
Interest not explored or
ignored.

Explore interest.
Avoid having bottom line.

Invent options for mutual gain.

No options for mutual
gain.

Develop multiple options to

Develop multiple options
to choose from, but fail

/

choose from; decide later.

to use them or dismiss
them.

Fail to use objective
criteria, use their
position, as criteria.

insist on using objective
criteria.
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APPENDIX C

PROBATION AND GENERAL CASE SCENARIOS

#1

Tony is a 15 year old Hispanic male with a prior record of
possession of a weapon, assault, and petty theft. The
terms of his current probation include the standard of
obeying all laws, attend school regularly, be home every

night by curfew, and not possess any dangerous or deadly
weapons. Tony has been uncooperative as a probationer: he
is hostile and arrogant in meetings with his probation
officer. He questions the probation officer's right to
obtain information ("Why do you need to know that?").

He

minimizes any behavioral problems, and offers little
information about his daily activities. He challenges the
right of "the system" to hold him accountable.
#2

Leroy is a 17 year old male who was convicted two months ago
of armed robbery. He tells the probation officer that he

was doing nothing more than kidding with a friend, telling
that individual (a 26 year old man) that he should hand over

his wallet and compare pictures on driver's licenses in
order to see who had the worst picture.

The 26 year old

man, however, testified in court that LeRoy, someone he had
never seen before, came up to him at a bus stop and pulled
out a knife.

At that point, the victim said, LeRoy

commanded him to hand over his wallet or be stabbed.

LeRoy

still insists that the man was lying -r- probably in order to

avoid being arrested himself for being under the influence
of drugs. To make things worse, complains LeRoy, he was

told by his court-appointed attorney to plead guilty in
spite of believing that LeRoy was innocent. LeRoy says his
attorney was racially motivated to give LeRoy much less than
adequate representation.
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APPENDIX C (Continued)

#3

Jimmy came home one night last week at 1 a.m., three hours

past the time that is required by terms of probation to
check in with his parents.

Jimmy's parents called the

probation officer to report Jimmy's staying out late. The
probation officer asked the parents what they, themselves
had done; the parents replied that they had done nothing,
thinking it was the probation officer's place to handle the
newest problem. The probation officer meets with resistance
when he suggest that the parents need to be actively
involved in addressing Jimmmy's misconduct.

The parents

balk at the probation officer's suggestion that they take a
parenting class. They are also uncommunicative about what
is going on at home, such as the father's progress in
remaining sober after being discharged recently from a
residential alcohol treatment center. The parents complain
that they are very "busy" at this time and don't know how

they can arrange their schedule to meet personally with the
probation officer. Besides, they complain, Jimmy is the one
with the problem and should be the one to be inconvenienced.
#4

Manuel is a 21 year old who agreed in court, at the time of
sentencing, to refrain from having any dealings with gangaffiliated people. Now he argues to the probation officer
that this is an unjust and unworkable term, in as much as
several of Manuel's first and second cousins, all living
within his immediate community, "might" be involved one way

or another in gang activities. Manuel doesn't think the law
has a right to interfere with his place in his extended
family.
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APPENDIX C (Continued)

#5

Victor is a 37 year old Anglo man whose terms of probation
require that he come into the agency office twice a Week for
drug screening test and meetings with hid probation officer.
His attendance record has become spotty over the last few
weeks, after what appeared initially to be a good record.
Victor always has a plausible sounding excuse for not

showing up: the battery in his car gave out; he had to take
his daughter to the doctor when she swallowed a goldfish; he
forgot to set his alarm; his girlfriend took money out of
his wallet, leaving him with no means to buy gas in order to
drive to the probation office.
#6

James is a 22 year old with a fairly extensive juvenile
record.

He makes no effort to conceal feeling hostile and

suspicious toward his probation officer, saying "none of you
guys has ever liked me. You're all out to put me away"
James is also mad at his last attorney, whom he faults for

being "a side kick of the district attorney." James says
that his lawyer set him up in order to get some personal
favors. To make it worse, say James, his former girlfriend
took off with all his money the last time James went to
jail. Now she is gone, and James is broke. "Why doesn't
someone arrest her?", asks James. "what an I supposed to do
without money? I need to be out looking for a job, not
wasting my time coming here."
#7

Pete is a juvenile offender with an "Attitude". He looks
down at the floor or about the room, as if unable to bring

himself to make eye contact with the probation officer. He
often sighs when the probation officer asks a question. He
yawns throughout face-to-face meetings, interspersed with
looking at his watch. When he does answer questions, his
answer are usually compressed into one or two words ("Beats
me", "never happen", "who cares?"). He "forgets" to bring
things from home that the probation officers has asked to
see (Pay stub from a work program) and "can't remember" the
terms of his probation.
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#8

Julie is a 16 year old black girl who has a five month old
baby. Julie was placed on probation for drug use.
At the
start of probation, Julie actively participated with her
terms and condition of probation, stating; "I want a better
life for my baby." and," I don't want my baby taken from
me." As time went on the probation officer started to hear
from Julie's mother that she was hanging out with her old

boyfriend.

At office visits the probation officer notices

that Julie's school attendance is down and she is losing

weight. That same week Julie's lab test comes back
positive/reporting drug use. Julie says, " It must be the
wrong lab test, because I haven't been using."
#9

Carmen is 24 years old and the mother of 3 children. Carmen
was placed on probation for welfare fraud. Carmen claimed 5
children to the welfare department so she would receive a
larger sum of money. One of the terms of probation is
restitution.

At first Carmen remained on schedule for

paying the restitution. As time when on, payments started
lacking. When asked what was happening. Carmen said,
"my rent went up" and " I have to feed my kids' don't I, I
just can't afford it right now."
#10

You had set up rules, that 12:00 would be Bill's curfew and
this was explained to him and he agreed. It is now 12:40
when Bill comes home.

This is the fourth time he has been

late, with times ranging from 20 minutes to an hour and a
half. After the first time. Bill said "it wouldn't happen

again."

It has happened again and it looks like it will

continue.
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#11

John works at the desk next to yours. You have been friends
for two years. In the past month you have noticed a change
in the quality of John's work. John looks tired and worn
out. At lunch, you notice John having more than just one
alcoholic drink. One morning you smell liquor on John's
breath and he seems a little sluggish. John's work has
started to effect your whole units production, as well as,
his own standing in the company.
#12

You are negotiating with your boss over your salary for the

coming year. You have asked for a $2,000 raise; your boss
has offered you $700, a figure that you have indicated is
unsatisfactory. You have been a good employee and feel you
deserve a good raise. You have also been thinking about
financing a house.
#13

You own a small oil company in the town of Pageville. The
mayor of the city where the refinery is located, has told
you the city wants to raise the taxes your oil company pays
from $500,000 to one million dollars a year. You have told
the mayor that you think $500,000 a year is quite
sufficient. You have also been thinking with the new

technology available, a major refurbishment and expansion of
the plant may be in order. Now you are concerned that the
city may later increase its assessment of the value of the
expanded refinery, thus making taxes even higher. You have
also been encouraging a plastic plant to locate next to your
refinery to make convenient use of your product. Now you

worry the plastic plant will have second thoughts with the
city increasing taxes.
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#14

You made an agreement with a neighbor to co-own a boat. You
find yourself doing most of the maintenance and up-keep on

the boat. When you come down to the dock, the boat is always
a mess and requires long hours to straighten up. When a
holiday comes up your partner always has the boat. He tells
you that he uses it on those days to entertain clients and
without it, his business would be compromised. He also
explains that he doesn't have the time to clean the whole
boat up with clients waiting.
#15

Manuel is a 17 year old who agreed in court, at the time of
sentencing probation terms and conditions, to refrain from
having any dealings with gang affiliated people. Manuel has
just been picked up for being in the presents of gang
members. Manuel feels this was unjust and unfair, in as
much as several of Manuel's first and second cousins, all

living within his immediate community, "might" be involved
one way or another in gang activities. Manuel doesn't think
the law has a right to interfere with his place in his
extended family. /
#16

Anthony is an adult male who was arrested for burglary and
placed on probation. One of his terms was no burglary
tools.

On a home inspection by probation officers, burglary

tools were found with other tools.
#17

Frank is an 17 year old who was arrested for possession of a
deadly weapon. He is on probation with a series of terms
including, a curfew, no gang ties, obey all laws, no

weapons, and attend school on a regular basis. A report is
sent to probation by the school, that Frank has been hanging
out at school with other kid, and extorting money from other
kids.
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#18

Julie (16) is on probation for petty theft 2nd
offenee(666). Her mom states that she is hanging out with
her old boy friend. She also thinks Julie has been taking
money from her wallet and room.
#19

Mary is an adult female placed on probation for possession
and uses of a controlled substance.

In the past, she has

been good in keeping all of her probation appointments.

As

the month of September ends, Mary has only kept one

appointment with the probation officer, but has only missed
one appointment for her drug screening.
#20

You have an agreement with your son that he will not smoke
marijuana any more. It has been two months and you think it
is working.
While sealing the house for extermination
tenting to kills termites, you enter his room to shut off

his pilot light on the room heater, so an explosion will not
occur. As you walk through the messy room you see two
roaches in clips laying in an ashtray.
#21

You have an agreement with your daughter that she will not
smoke marijuana any more. It has been two months and you
think it is working.
While sealing the house for
extermination tenting to kills termites, you enter her room
to shut off the pilot light on the room heater, so an
explosion will not occur. As you walk through the messy
room you see two marijuana roaches in clips laying in an
ashtray.
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#22

Leroy is a 17 year old male who was arrested for armed

robbery. He tells the police officer that he was doing
nothing more than kidding with a friend. The other man
tells the police that LeRoy, someone he had never seen
before, came up to him at a bus stop and pulled out a knife.
At that point, the victim said, LeRoy commanded him to hand
over his wallet or be stabbed. LeRoy
was lying and he did nothing wrong.

insists that the man

#23

John is a juvenile male who was placed on probation 2 months
ago. On one office visit John is dressed in gang attire.
John complains that probation is going too slowly. John also
feels his teachers at school look down on him, because of

his gang associations. (It appears that John is looking for
a way to re-enter gang activities.)
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RATING SCALE FOR PRINCIPLED, SOFT, HARD NEGOTIATION STYLE
PRINCIPLED

never

rarely

sometimes

often

very
frequently

1

2

3

4

5

Behavior that raters are looking for:
1. Focuses attention on the problem, rather than the person,

Examples of behaviors for question nvimber 1:
"We both want to avoid you being arrested so let's get back
to how to accomplish that." "The problem is the failure to

keep your appointments." "Now that we have each aired our
feelings about the situation, lets try to focus on dealing
head-on with the problem."
"This would be a good time to put our heads together and
agree on what we need to have change.

2. Develops Options
"We have two different ways we could go here."

"I've

thought of a few different alternatives"
3. Explore Interest

"Although we're indifferent positions I think we both want
basically the same thing: getting you through probation
successfully." "Your interest in keeping clean so you will
not lose your job, and I want that to."
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Principled style scale continued:
4. Objective Criteria

"If the plan we have discussed today works this is what will
happen: our records will show that you keep all 10 of your
next screening test." "Its not just my opinion, you school
attendance records show that you have missed 4 out of you
last 10 days."

"I will be able to make a positive probation report if you
do the following by June 13th, 1
^
and 2

5. Recognize and Legitimize other person's emotions.
(Emotional validation)
Make emotions explicit and acknowledge them as legitimate.
Allow other side to let off steam.

Don't react to emotional

outbursts.

"I hate these terms, they really suck!", "hey, I understand

that your upset, and while we're talking is there any thing
else you would like to say."
"I appreciate that this is a touchy matter for you."
"Perhaps you're feeling tense about discussing this,I know I
am." "I recognize some lingering resentment you have; this
would be a good time to get this off your chest."
NEGATIVE

"Screw you and these terms", " Shut up!", "You should have
said something in court if you didn't like your terms",

"It's not my problem and I don't care if you don't like it."
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6.

Conveys flexibility and openness

"I'm open to considering any number of solutions."

"I have some ideas, and I'd very much like to hear yours."
"Lets take a few minutes and work together to create some
options."
7. Sensitive and regretful
(Ego kid gloves)

"I know you'd rather have this settled itself without our
having to hash it out, I appreciate your hanging in there
with me."

"I realize that you've attempted to be responsible." "You
have as much right as I do to be heard."
"This is a problem which has affected us both and your
reactions are every bit as important as mine."

Examples of hard style:
HARD

never

rarely

sometimes

often

very
frequently

1

2

3

4

5

1. Demands concessions or one sided gains

"Like it or not, you're going to have to give up......... .
"We're not going to get anywhere until you agree to.
or stop doing
"
"The solution lies in your agreeing to
."

II
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2. Stick stubbornly to own position. (Emphasize Winning)

" I know I'm right here, so I'm going to insist that
you
."
"I've thought a lot about this, and even discussed it

with

so I'm satisfied that I'm right."

"I just can't back down on

"

3. Accentuates adversarial posture (Includes Threats)
"You haven't proven yourself trustworthy."

"You and I have a major personality clash."
"We just don't see eye to eye."
"A large part of the problem is your immaturity,
irresponsibility, and chilliness (Name Calling)."
"I,m going to give you one last chande, if you screw up
again, i'm going to "Fire" you."

4. body language and key actions

pointing in an accusing manner or strong hand gestures,
defensive stance, shaking head, rolling eyes,
clenching fist or slamming fist on table,
loud voice, sharp tone any inappropriate language.
hostility, uncooperativeness, aggressive, inflexible,
domination, belligerence, argumentative.
5. has a bottom line.

"This is how it is!" "It's going to be this way or else."
"This is your only option."
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Examples of soft style:
SOFT

never

rarely

sometimes

j

often

very
frequently

1

2

3

1

4

5

1. Makes concessions or whatever it takes to cultivate

relationship.

"I'd back down on X in order to keep jthings comfortable
between us."

"I'd Still like to have you do X, but I won't insist on it
if you're strongly opposed."
"I still like my first proposal the best, but I wouldn't
turn down any half way reasonable offer you might make."

"Make me an offer; I'm open to just alpout anything to bring
this matter to a happy conclusion."
2. Be soft on people and problem

"The main thing here is for us to remalin friends."
"I don't want to push my position if apy hard feelings are
going to come about."

"Maybe things will right themselves onl their own."
3. Insist on agreement

"What ever we finally decide on, lets |ust agree to it."
"If you agree to it, I will also,"

]

"If you can live with this decision, so can I."
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4.

Accept one-sided losses to reach agreements

" Okay I won't be so strict on this point, if you accept all
of the provisions."
"If you just do the main part, I guess the other parts
aren't that important."
5. Body language and key actions
quiet, meek voice.
hand gesture made to calm and satisfy others,
pointing to self, while accepting blame.
Docile, obliging, lenient, indulgent, inhibited.
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Outline of workshop hand-out:

Types of positioning:
Soft:

Parties are friends; Goal is agreement (peace); Make

concessions to preserve/cultivate relationship; Be soft on
the people and the problem; Change your position easily;

Make offers; Disclose bottom line; Accept one-sided losses
to reach agreement; Search for one answer other will accept;
Insist on agreement.

Hard: Parties are adversaries; Goal is victory; Demand
\

concessions as a condition of the relationship; Be hard on
the people and the problem; Stick stubbornly to your
position; Make threats; Mislead as to bottom line; Demand

one-sided gains as price of agreement; Insist on One answer
you will accept; Insist on your position.

Principled: Parties are problem solvers; Goal is wise
outcome reached efficiently and amicably; SEPARATE THE
PEOPLE FROM THE PROBLEM; Be soft on the people, hard on the
problem; FOCUS ON INTEREST, NOT POSITIONS; Explore
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interests; Avoid having a bottoni line; Invent options for
mutual gain; Develop multiple options; INSIST ON USING
OBJECTIVE CRITERIA.

Outcome of negotiation/problem solving judged by 3 criteria
1. Did it produce a wise agreement/

(A wise agreement is one which meets the legitimate
interest of each party, to the degree possible;

resolves conflicting interests fairly; is lasting;
takes organizational and community interest into
account.

2. Was it efficient?

3. Did it improve or at least not damage, the relationship
between the parties?
Examples of

'

Hard positioning
Soft positioning

Principled positioning
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Some Useful Techniques and Strategies

Put yourself in the other person's shoes; Don't blame the
other person for your problem, (Avoid eliciting
defensiveness); Discuss one another's perceptions; Give the

other person a "stake" be being involved in the process;

Make proposals consistent with the other person's values;
Recognize and legitimize other person's emotion; Allow other

party to "vent" emotions (without becoming hooked); Use "I"
statements (rather than accusing "you" statements); "pitch"
a solution (or proposal) to other person's needs for

security, economic well being, sense of belonging,
recognition, and control over own life; Focus on the future,
not the past.
Examples of non-defensive statements

Please correct me if I'm wrong; We appreciate the
contributions you've made; Our concern is fairness (or

"acceptable standards or practice); Trust is a separate
issue; I'd like to ask you a few questions in order to see

if my understanding is correct;
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Let me see if I understand what you are saying; I'd like to

point out where I'm having trouble following you; One fair
solution might be.
* Adapted from Getting to Yes: Negotiating Agreement Without

Giving In Roger Fisher & Wm. Dry (Penguin Books)
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Reliability Analysis for Soft, Hard, and Principled Measures
Reliability Analysis:

Scale PRE SOFT PROBATION

SOFT NEGOTIATION SCALE SCORE
SCALE
MEAN

SCALE

VARIANCE

PROBATION SCENARIOS (5 ITEMS)
CORRECTED
ITEM-

ALPHA

IF ITEM

IF ITEM

TOTAL

IF ITEM

DELETED

DELETED

CORRELATION

DELETED

PRESOFTl P

4.805

1.121

.815

.745

PRES0FT2 P

4.777

1.153

.666

.770

PRES0FT3 P

4.805

1.121

.815

.748

PRES0FT4 P

4.805

1.151

.740

.760

PRESOFT5 P

4.472

.602

.637

.911

TOTAL

5.92

1.54

.81

PRESOFTl P=: PRE TRAINING SOFT NEGOTIATION TYPE MEASUREMENT

SCALE QUESTION NUMBER 1 : PROBATION SCENARIO
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Reliability Analysis:

Scale PRE HARD PROBATION

HARD NEGOTIATION SCALE SCORE PROBATION
SCALE

MEAN

CORRECTED

SCALE

ITEM-

VARIANCE

SCENARIOS (5 ITEMS)
1

1 SQUARED

ALPHA

TOTAL
1 MULTIPLE
CORRELATION CORRELATION

IF ITEM
DELETED

IF ITEM

IF ITEM

DELETED

DELETED

PREHARDl P

8.833

14.617

919

.899

.93

PREHARD2 P

8.694

15.210

,943

.919

.92

PREHARD3 P

9.250

16.742

879

.926

.94

PREHARD4 P

9.750

20.330

800

.883

.96

PREHARD5 P

8.583

14.977

902

.871

.93

11.28

TOTAL

.95

25.3

Reliability Analysis:

Scale PRE PRINCIPLED PROBATION

PRINCIPLED NEGOTIATION SCALE SCORE

PROBATION SCENARIOS

(7 ITEMS)
SCALE
MEAN

SCALE

CORRECTED

VARIANCE

ITEM-

IF ITEM

IF ITEM

TOTAL

DELETED

DELETED

CORRELATION

SQUARED
MTJLTIPLE

CORRELATION
!

ALPHA
IF ITEM
DELETED

PREPRINl P

14.44

22.70

.546

.451

.901

PREPRIN2 P

15.11

20.25

.893

.900

.857

1 .864
i .256

.938

1

PREPRIN3 P

14.94

19.56

.876

PREPRIN4 P

15.36

26.44

.189

PREPRIN5 P

14.97

21.93

.861

PREPRIN6 P

15.28

21.57

.860

PREPRIN7 P

15.39

21.93

.829

TOTAL

17.58

29.5

1

.858

1

i

.881

1

.864

.840

.868

•
•
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i .891

.90
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